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Proposal Summary: The project aims at obtaining high-resolution cryo-EM data on a ca. 250kDa membrane 
protein complex solubilised and purified in detergent and made up of two subunits ExbB and ExbD from the 
Gram-negative bacterium S. marcescens. ExbB and ExbD together with HasB harness the power of the 
proton-motive force across the cytoplasmic membrane to drive the import of host-derived heme across the 
outer membrane receptor HasR. Heme is then used as an iron source by the bacterium. This system therefore 
contributes to virulence, as it allows iron acquisition from the host. A first cryo-EM dataset has already been 
collected and analyzed and shows a vast excess of a preferred orientation of the particles precluding the 
reconstruction of a high-resolution model. We have now found conditions that produce more diverse 
orientations and are ready to collect more data.  
 
Report: 
 
We tested 4 different grids and selected one of them that had more diverse particle 
orientations. Data collection started on the Friday afternoon and was stopped on the Monday 
morning by E. Kandiah. It went very smoothly and was monitored online via the extended 
IspyB interface.  
In total, 4043 images were acquired and GCTF program estimated reslutions between 2.28 
and 8.8Å. 
 
Manual picking and automatic particle picking were performed with Relion. 
And a series of 2D classification runs were performed.  
Figure 1 shows the 9 best classes that were selected for 3D classification. They show a 
majority of top views with definite pentameric symmetry. 
 



Reference 
Image 

Class 
Distribution 

Accuracy 
Rotations 

Accuracy 
Translations 

Estimated 
Resolution 

Class Prior 
OffsetX 

Class Prior 
OffsetY 

Class 
Number 

000001 0.036819 7.10 2.230 8.236639 -0.01481 -0.01370 1 
000002 0.118348 4.60 1.420 6.248485 -0.06656 -0.07398 6 
000003 0.032467 4.10 1.340 6.969464 -0.01585 -0.01296 16 
000004 0.181145 3.60 1.050 4.646309 -0.07974 -0.09565 33 
000005 0.020800 8.20 4.100 11.3253 -0.00478 -0.00662 44 
000006 0.030432 7.10 3.850 11.325 -0.00716 -0.00927 58 
000007 0.174271 4.10 1.420 5.491093 -0.08752 -0.10520 72 
000008 0.139567 5.10 1.760 6.471645 -0.06362 -0.08247 78 
000009 0.012766 7.10 2.950 11.325 -0.00330 -0.00426 95 
Table 1: selected 2D classes and distribution. 
 

 
Figure 1: best 2D classes selected for 3D classification. 

 
The first runs of 3D classification showed promising features but are influenced by the 
majority of top views. We are in the process of trying to reduce the number of top views and 
re-run 3D classification before we proceed to refinement. 
 
Our preliminary conclusion is that we have a very nice data set that will probably 
answer our question as to the distribution of the two partners in the complex.  
  
 
 


